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The Mustang is lucky to have survived Ford's model purge that ousted the Thunderbird, Probe,
Aspire and Aerostar last spring. Lucky, because it has a huge following, an even bigger
aftermarket, and a legend that none of those other now-dead model brands can match. The
Mustang is an icon that, having escaped the axe in , has lasted another 10 years by following a
simple formula: cheap, quick, fast, and cute. The changes made to the car for are minimal,
including the attractive pricing. The Mustang has only two true competitors, the Chevrolet
Camaro and the Pontiac Firebird â€” the other two members of the ponycar segment. Like the
two GM ponycars, the Ford Mustang comes in many guises. There are V6 and V8 versions in
both coupe and convertible body styles along with the Cobra, a super-performance model that
competes against the Camaro SS and the Firebird Ram Air. There are Japanese and Korean
coupes that compete with the Mustang on price, but certainly not on performance. The Mustang
offers a 3. The GT, powered by a 4. The engines are backed by either a standard 5-speed manual
or an optional 4-speed automatic overdrive transmission, except for the Cobra, which only
comes with a manual gearbox. Air conditioning is now standard on GT models. Tires on the GT
now carry an H-speed rating, a step down from the Z-rated tires last year. Another change is the
leather interior package that includes front bucket seats only, a change made in the name of
affordability. This car and all the V8 Mustangs before it, dating back to , has the acceleration,
the throbbing exhaust pulse, the trim size and weight, and the quick handling that customers
demand in a ponycar. But competitive moves may have turned the Mustang into a relative
punycar. The Chevy Camaro and Pontiac Firebird for boast a new aluminum engine that
produces hp, with a fresh-air induction option that raises the ante to hp, with torque as high as
lbs. The GM cars also have traction control, which is not available on the Mustang. The Mustang
is barely 15 feet long, with a wheelbase just over inches long, with no long overhangs front or
rear. While this design makes it easy to maneuver and easy to park, it also means the Mustang
is a sporty platform â€” relatively light, quick to change direction â€” but stable. With a short
and narrow package to work with, Ford's designers have done a good job of masking the car's
size with generous sweeps of front sheetmetal and good design on the sides and rear end. The
Mustang is short, but it doesn't look stumpy or cut off. Our test car had the standard passive
anti-theft system, now called Securilock, in which the key and the car communicate
electronically every time the car is started. It also had the optional perimeter anti-theft system,
which protects it from unauthorized entry through doors, windows, hood or trunk. Yet another
option was the remote keyless entry system, which controls the door locks, interior lamps,
decklid and a panic alarm from the key fob. The interior design of the current Mustang is based
on the vertically split instrument panel in the original car, with individual, rounded coves facing
each of the front occupants. A full array of round analog instruments faces the driver, while the
passenger side contains an air bag and a glovebox. Nothing essential is out of reach and none
of the controls requires a long stretch. For , Ford has revised the console to have two full-time
cupholders instead of one, with an ashtray insert for smokers and a real cigarette lighter the
power point has been moved inside the console storage box. The digital clock that used to
reside atop the dashboard in its own nacelle has been removed and the clock has been
reincorporated into the radio display. The interior is nice and cozy in the coupe, with just
enough seat track length to accommodate tall drivers, and just enough elbow room to keep one
from feeling cramped. The driving position is much higher than in either the Camaro or the
Firebird, and it's much easier to get in and out of the Mustang. The front bucket seats are thin,
and short in every dimension. They aren't comfortable for long distances, but more than
adequate for around-town driving. For those who like to drive on back roads, there isn't much
side support built into the bucket seats, so you have to brace yourself in the car to stay in place.
Ford has provided a dead pedal for bracing with the left foot, which helps. The Mustang's back
seat is vestigial at best, with only enough room for small objects or very small people. The split
fold-down rear seat is handy for hauling large cargo, a good feature because the Mustang trunk
is among the smallest in the industry. In this class, horsepower and acceleration at a
reasonable price are what matter, and the Mustang 4. While the new modular single
overhead-cam V8 engine doesn't have the loud and lumpy idle quality and ferocious intake roar
of the old 5. That's quick. The new V8 will pull happily to rpm, making the driving experience
that much more fun. The 4-speed automatic may be the better choice for those who have to
commute in heavy traffic and there's little loss in performance. But the new Borg-Warner T
5-speed manual is more fun with a hp V8 engine. The gearbox shifts smoothly and mates well to
an engine that features a flexible powerband and sufficient strength to take high-rpm shifts for
the life of the car. The Mustang chassis is essentially the same as the Mustang. It has been
reinforced to make the car handle more crisply, steer more accurately, and deal with road
shocks more effectively. But it is still a modified Mustang unibody chassis with relatively
unsophisticated MacPherson strut suspension and a solid rear axle. Given what they had to

work with, the Mustang's engineers have done a good job making the car smoother and quieter.
Most of the raw edges and choppiness of the Mustang's old suspension behavior have been
smoothed out. The steering is more direct and more positive than previous Mustangs, helped by
performance tire technology. But the Mustang GT gets better gas mileage, it's quieter, it rides
better, and it offers better interior ergonomics and quality than the GM pony cars. Another major
factor in its favor is that it is far less expensive than either one of the performance GM cars by
several thousand dollars, a factor that makes the Mustang GT the best all-around car in the
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automobile that was produced by the American manufacturer Ford for the through model years.
For the Ford Mustang underwent its first major redesign in fifteen years, being introduced in
November and launching on December 9, It featured styling by Bud Magaldi that incorporated
some stylistic elements from the classic Mustangs. Prior to the redesigned Mustang's launch, a
two-seater show car was designed by Darrell Behmer and Bud Magali. While this engine was not
put into production, it hinted to the future use of Ford's Modular V8 in the Mustang, including
the eventual use of a supercharged 4. The base Mustang featured a 3. Efforts were made to
improve the car's handling as well as noise, vibration, and harshness NVH conditions over the
previous generation Mustang. The Mustang's front suspension makes use of MacPherson struts
with longer lower control arms, new spindles, anti-roll bars, and other enhancements over and
older Mustangs. In the rear, a four-bar link solid axle is used. All Mustangs received standard
four-wheel disc brakes, though anti-lock brakes ABS were optional. Along with its new exterior,
the Mustang received new interior styling. The Mustang's cabin featured a "dual-cockpit" layout
that was adorned with contours and sweeping curves, similarly to other Fords of the time such
as the Thunderbird. The Mustang offered many options, some of which later became standard
equipment. The preferred equipment package came with power windows, mirrors, and door
locks, remote keyless entry, air conditioning, cruise control, and a trunk cargo net. Also
available was Ford's Mach , watt multi-speaker sound system with CD player. All Mustangs
received standard three-point seat belts and dual front airbags. Production of this Mustang ran
until October Following the base Mustang in December , the Mustang GT was reintroduced in
January , featuring higher performance and better handling than the base Mustang or its
predecessor. Ford carried over the CID pushrod small-block V8 engine called the "5. For , a
one-year model referred to as the Mustang GTS was introduced. This was considered to be a
"stripped down" version of the Mustang GT that included the performance parts of the GT
model, but a minimum of non-performance related features. The GT was the last year of the 5.
These engines were produced at two different plants, Windsor and Romeo. The Windsor and
Romeo have subtle differences. Valve cover bolt patterns are one. Romeo has fewer bolts than
the Windsor. Another difference is the front cover bolts. The Romeo uses jack screws on the
main caps and the Windsor uses dowels. For , the 4. This was achieved through PCM calibration
and a modified fuel system. Though capable of matching or exceeding the older V8's output, the
4. For the and model years, the 5. Suspension and brakes were also changed with inch front
discs with "COBRA" embossed calipers as well as Cobra specific shocks, struts, and springs.
In it was available in a special color package called the Mystic Cobra which consisted of an
expensive Chrom-a-lusion exterior finish like the Mysti-Chrome package on models. A total of 2,
were produced. A redesigned SN Mustang came on December 26, , for the model year with
production starting in November Characterizing the redesign was Ford's New Edge design
language, which featured sharper contours, larger wheel arches, and creases in the bodywork,
replacing many of the soft lines of the previous model. The Mustang also received new wheels
and hubcaps. However, the car carried over the same roofline and interior, in addition to the
same basic platform. All Mustangs except the Cobra received "35th-Anniversary" badges on the
front fenders. The 3. For , the Mustang also received a change to its taillights, making them
edgier, with sharp corners and straight lines as opposed to the rounded off style of previous
years. The lamps were still composed of three vertical segments, reminiscent of the original.
Minimal changes occurred from year-to-year, most noticeable was a redesigned center panel in
the dashboard for , which now allowed double-din stereo head units, including an in-dash
six-CD player. The rear window defroster switch, previously mounted below the headlamp pull
switch, was moved to the lower center stack below the stereo. When equipped, the fog lamp
switch was relocated to the lower center stack as well, previously, it was on the center console
adjacent to the cup holders. The third button on the lower switch panel was for the traction
control system on V8 models. On convertible models, the power roof switch remained on the
center console - on coupe models, that switch was replaced with a small coin holder. The GT
model continued to use the 4. The Cobra model returned for with its valve 4. Offered only in
Performance Red, Laser Red, Black, Silver, White, or Zinc Yellow, the Spring Feature package

contained 17" x 8" performance wheels and tires, a body-colored hood scoop, body-colored
side scoops, two black "GT" stripes on the hood, and black "Mustang" inserts on the embossed
bumper. Ford produced 3, Spring Feature GTs. In , the Special Edition Bullitt was released to the
public. Available only as coupe, the Bullitt was a mildly upgraded version of the standard GT.
The car also received an upgraded exhaust and a re-designed intake. On the exterior, the car
received unique Torq-Thrust style wheels, removal of the fog lights for the US market, but
standard for Canada and rear deck spoiler, as well as new trim accents. The success of the
Bullitt led to the production of a second special edition, the to Mach 1. The Mach 1 was
equipped with a 4. The interior of the car was given a retro theme with seats made to look like
the "comfort-weave" seats available in the s-era Mach 1s. It also featured retro-themed gauges
and a unique aluminum shifter ball. The car also received similar suspension upgrades as the
Bullitt including unique Tokico struts on the rear and the convertible-spec subframe
connectors. In , Ford produced a special 40th Anniversary Edition of the Mustang. The
anniversary package was available in Crimson Red exclusive to package , Oxford White or
black. Ford produced 4, Crimson Red models. Crimson Red, Ford paint code "FX", was also
called Merlot on several other Ford models from the through model years. Most 40th
Anniversary package cars came with Parchment tan leather interiors. Some came with black
leather. This is possibly a Canadian variation. This possible Canada-only variation also features
Cobra wheels, no hood stripes and 'Mustang' decals on the lower-body side panels under the
doors. Other than two pre-production units, all Crimson Red vehicles were built from August
through November It marked the end of this design of the Mustang, as ushered in an all-new
model. This generation was sold in Australia for two years from to as to compete against the
Holden Monaro which eventually became the basis for the reborn Pontiac GTO. Due to the fact
that the Mustang was never designed for right-hand-drive, Ford Australia contracted Tickford
Vehicle Engineering to convert Mustangs and modify them to meet Australian Design Rules per
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Finish it off with a Mustang polished or machined finish center console cup holder trim. Add a
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continued support. Product A Replacement chrome plated screws with small washers used on
various GM vehicles. Commonly used on and older GM Door Panels. Correct hardware can
make any installation job easier. Replace your missing or damaged hardware View Product
Details. Product Correct style rod clip used on various GM vehicles. Note: For LH offset
Reproduction door panel mounting clip plugs for GM fullsize models. These plugs are inserted
into the door shell to secure the door panel mounting clips. Note: For door panel clips use TF
Reproduction of the original style door panel installation clips used to install front door panels
or for coupe rear quarter sail panels on various GM models. Clips can be used for standard and
deluxe interiors. We now offer 8 x 1" chrome sheet metal screws with integral washer. These
screws were designed for use on many different components including, interior pillar post
moldings, kick panels, rear side panels, interior door Commonly used on and newer GM Door
Panels. Reproduction of the original style door panel clips designed for use on various GM
vehicles. These clips are specifically designed to install front door panels and rear quarter side
panels on various models These clips are designed to attach the door panel to the door shell.
Once installed on the panel, the panel is pushed directly into the door shell. The nylon clips will
keep the door panel positioned properly after Each screw replicates the original in appearance
and Product R OER reproduction of the interior door panel clip retainers designed for use on
various GM models including Camaro and Firebird models. These injection molded rubber
plugs are inserted into the door shell to secure the Reproduction of the original door lock knob
ferrules for various up GM models. Manufactured to correct factory specifications, each ferrule
replaces the original exactly. Unlike other replacement ferrules on the market This special nylon
clip is designed to attach to the cardboard backing on standard style interior door panel for
various models. Once installed, the panel is pushed directly into the door frame and the clips
hold the panel Product TF Reproduction door panel nails for Chevrolet full size passenger cars.
These door panel repair clips slip onto the door panel fastener strip to replace broken nails in
the panel edging. Reproduction door panel mounting clip plastic plug for models. This plug is
inserted into the door shell to secure the door panel mounting clips. Sold individually.
Reproduction of the original door lock knob ferrules for various pre GM models. Correct nylon
trim panel retainer commonly referred to as "Christmas Tree" retainer for use on a wide variety
of GM models throughout the 's's. Some popular uses include using the pin for retaining the
upper side Product 94L Restore your Mustangs interior back to original condition by replacing
the old or peeling interior door panel insert pockets with this replication of the original housing.
The switch housing
wiring diagram honeywell motorised valve
saturn window replacement
4l80e reverse servo removal
can become worn out over time, Product 96L Replace your faded or broken power window
switch bezel with this correct reproduction for Mustang models. This bezel is manufactured in
injection molded ABS to insure a factory fit and original appearance. This bezel is plastic
molded from the manufacture and available in several factory colors. This bezels is plastic
molded from the manufacture and available in several factory colors. Carbon fiber arm rest
cover for the Mustang. Simple quick installation. Mounts with 3M double stick tape. Product FM
Reproduction of the original door lock knobs designed for use on various Ford models
including Mustang models. Each knob is manufactured in injection molded ABS to exact factory
specifications replicating the Close Notification. Toll Free 1. Select Year All Years Select Make
All Makes. Select Model All Models. View As: Grid Detail. General Information. If you continue to
have problems with this form, please contact us during normal business hours.

